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This paper deals with some basic consideration and methods for 
asymptotic analysis models with repeated calls in case of large load. 
Two scheme of analysis are presented. The first one is a general 
scheme. It can be applied to great variety of models with repeated 
calls and allows to find depending on sit~ation up to three terms of 
expansion of the main probabilistic characteristics. The second scheme 
is more particular. It can be applied to models with quite moderate 
(say 2 or 3) number of dimensions in Mark-Dv process that describes the 
model functioning and allows to find more terms of expansion compare 
to the general scheme. Results are presented on the example of the 
basic model with repeated calls and some of its generalizations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to make the system descri
ption more realistio (for example in re
oonstruotion of the input prooess) it is 
neoessary to take into aooount the subs
oriber system-interaotion after getting 
refusal in the servioing. It oan be done 
by means of a special olass of queueing 
models with repeated oalls. In these mo
dels it is assumed that with certain 
probability the subsoriber repeats his 
oall in a random time interval. The pro
bability and intensity of repetitions 
usually depend on the way how the subs
oriber explains the reason of the oall 
failure. 

The theoretioal analysis of models 
with repeated oalls is very diffioult 
beoause of the oomplioated struoture of 
the random prooesses that desoribe mo
dels funotioning [1-4]. Results in exp
lioit form are obtained for one server 
systems with simplest assumptions about 
the model of the subsoriber behavior. We 
oan deorease the level of diffioulties 
in theoretioal analysis of models with 
repeated oalls by oonsidering only the 
special oases when input parameters tend 
to their limit values. Espeoially im
portant for models with repeated oalls 
are situations of extreme load when the 
probability of losses tends to one be
oause in these oases the influenoe of 
repeated oalls beoame most signifioant. 
The aim of the paper is to present the 
methods for find~ the asymptotio for
mulae for probabillstio oharacteristics 
of models with repeated oalls in oase of 
extreme load. It will be done on the ex
ample of the basio model with repeated 
oalls and two of its generalizations. 

2.PRELIMINARIES 

2.1.BASIC MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The basio model oonsist of a full 
available group of v servers with inoo
ming Poissonian flow of primary oalls 
intensity A. Being refused servioing a 
subscriber with probability h repeats 
the oall in a random time exponentially 
distributed with a parameter~. Servioe 
time of a call (primary or repeated) is 
exponentially distributed with a parame
ter equals to one. Let us denote by j(t) 
the number of repeating subsoribers at 
time t and by i(t) we denote the number 
of busy servers at time t. The model 
funotioning is desoribed by a markovian 
process ~(t)=(j(t),i(t)). Let us denote 
by P(j,i) the probability of a statio
nary state ~(t). Here j is the number of 
repeating subsoribers and i is the num
ber of busy servers. Provided that the 
ergodioity properties hold for ~(t) (in 
the oase h<1 it means that A and ~ 
should satisfy the inequalities A<OO and 
~>O; if h=1 the input parameters A and ~ 
should satisfy the inequalities A<V and 
~>o) we oan write the following system 
of statistioal equilibrium equations: 

P(j,v)(Ah+j~(1-h)+v)=P(j,v-1 )A 
+ P(j+1 ,v-1) (j+1 )tJ.+P(j-1 ,v)Ah 
+ P(j+1 ,v)(j+1 )~(1-h), 

j=O,1 , ••• , ; 

p(j,i)(A+j~+i)=P(j,i-1 )A 
+ P (j+1 ,i -1 ) (j+1 )~+ P (j , i +1 ) (i +1 ) , 

(2.1 ) 

j=O,1 , •.• , i=O, 1 , ..• ,v-1 • 
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The normalizing oondition is 
P(j,i).Let us introduoe the 
notations 

00 

P(i) = E P(j,i), 
j=O 

00 

hold for 
following 

J(i) = E P(j,i)j, 
j=O 

i=O,1 , ••• , v • 

The main probabilistio oharaoteris
tios of the model are:- P(v)-the proba
bility of blooking for primary calls;
I=P(1 )+P(2)2+ ..• +P(v)v -the mean number 
of busy servers;- J(v) -the mean number 
of repeating subsoribers being in the 
system when all v servers are busy; 
J-the mean number of repeating subsori
bers. 

Summing up the system of state eq
uations over j with i fixed and over i 
with j fixed we obtain the looal conser
vation laws 

P(i)A+J(i)t-L=P(i+1) (i+1), (2.2) 
i=O,1 , .•. , v-1 ; 

P(j,v)Ah+P(j+1 ,v) (j+1)~ (2.3) 
=(P(j+1 ,O)+P(j+1,1 )+ .•• +P(j+1 ,v» (j+1 )~, 

j=O,1 , .. 

Summing up (2.2) and (2.3) over i 
and j respeotively we obtain the global 
oonservation laws that relate the intro
duced oharaoteristios 

A.+~=A.P(v)+J(v)~+I, 

J~=(A.P(v)+J(v)~)h. 

(2.4) 

When h=1 the following relation is valid 
J(V)~(V-A)=A2(1+~)-P(V)A(V-A.) (2.5) 

v 
- (1 +~) E P (i) i (i -1 ) • 

i=2 
To prove (2.5) let us firstly multiply 
(2.3) by j and sum up the resultant re
lations over j. Then by using (2.1) we 
oan find the expressions for sums 

00 

E P(j,i)j, 
j=O 

E P(j,i)j2 
j=O 

in terms of P(i), i=O,1, ••• ,v and put 
them into the relation found on the pre
vious step. The formula (2.5) follows 
after simple algebraic transforms. 

2.2.THE IDEAS OF ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS 

The asymptotio analysis in oase of 
extreme load depends on the value of h 
probability of repetition. When h<1 then 

the probability of blooking tends to one 
if the intensity of primary oalls tends 
to infinity. When h=1 the probability of 
blooking tends to one if the intensity 
of primary oalls entering the servers 
tends to maximum throughput of investi
gated model (for basio model to v). Let 
us oonsider both extreme oases in mo~e 
detail. 

We start with the case h<1 and A 
tends to 00. 

It follows from (2.2) and the nor
malizing oondition that in this oase 
P(i)= O(Ai - v ), J(i)=O(Ai +1- V), (2.6) 

i=O,1 , ••• , v-1 . 

Now from (2.4) we oan write for the ba
sio oharaoteristio as A->oo 

lim P(v)=1, lim I=v, 
A->oo A->oo 
J(v)=Ah/~(1-h)+O(1), J=A.h/~(1-h)+O(1). 

So it is very easy to find the 
first term of the expansion of the main 
probabilistio oharaoteristios into se
ries of the power A when A->oo.For do
ing this we need only the oonservation 
laws. To find the next terms it is neoe
ssary to understand the behavior of re
peating subsoribers in this extreme si
tuation. Beoause almost all time the sy
stem will be busy we oan approximately 
suppose that for used model of the subs
oriber behavior the inooming flow of 
repeated oalls is Poissonian with inten
sity Ah/(1-h) and the number of repea
ting subsoribers is asymptotioally inde
pendent from the number of busy servers. 
This property together with (2.4) is su
ffioient to find the next term of the 
expansion. We oonsider this situation in 
more detail in the seotion 3.1 .The main 
advant~e of this soheme is that it oan 
be applled to great variety of models 
with repeated oalls and allows to find 
the first two (sometimes three) terms of 
the expansion of the main probabilistio 
oharaoteristios into series of the po
wer A as A ->oo.We show it in the seotion 
5. The disadvantage of this soheme is 
that we are not able to use it to find 
the following terms of the expansion. 
This problem oan be solved with help of 
other oonsiderations for relatively 
simple models with repeated oalls (ex
ample of them are basio model and some 
of its variants). Method based on the 
performing of the speoial algebraio tra
nsforms of the system of state equations 
that allows to find reourrent relations 
between ooeffioients of the expansion of 
the main oharaoteristios. We oonsider 
this problem in more detail in the seo-



tion 3.2. 
The next asymptotio case is the si

tuation when h=1 and the intensity of 
primary oalls entering the servers tends 
to the maximum throughput of the inves
tigated system (for the basio model A 
tends to v).In this oase also two me
thods of asymptotio analysis are de
rived. The first one is a general sohe
me. It oan be applied to great variety 
of models with repeated oalls and allows 
to find the first term of the expansion 
of the main oharaoteristios.The method 
based on the idea of performing the spe
oial algebraic transforms of the system 
of state equations that leads to the re
lation of the type (2.5). We disouss 
this problem in theseotion 4.1. The se
oond soheme oan be applied to models 
with repeated oalls with quite moderate 
(say 2 or 3) number of dimensions in Ma
rkov prooess that desoribes the model 
funotioning. The method based on the 
idea of oonstruotion some auxiliary mo
del as an simplified version of the in
vestigated model. We prove that the alL~
iliary model asymptotioally behave as 
the investigated model and oan be trea
ted analytioally in the more simple way. 
It allows to find (for example for the 
basio model) the first two terms of asy
mptotio expansion of the main oharaote
ristios into series of the power of 
(V-A) as A->v. We oonsider this problem 
in more detail in the seotion 4.2. 

3.ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS IN CASE 
OF NON-PERSISTENT SUBSCRIBER AS A-)oo 

3.1.GENERAL SCHEME 

Let us oonstruot some auxiliary mo
del that differs from the initial model 
only by fiotitious sources of repeat 
oalls. A fiotitious sources of repeat 
oalls appears with probability h in the 
initial model eaoh time when the inoom
ing oall oooupies server. We assume that 
the next repeat oall for the fiotitious 
source of repeat oalls arrives after an 
exponentially distributed random time 
with parameter ~ and is always refused 
servioe. In this oase with probability 
(1-h) the fiotitious source of repeat 
oalls is eliminated and with additional 
probability h it oontinues the repeti
tion prooess.It easy to verify that in 
the extended model the total flow of 
repeat oalls (real and fiotitious) is 
Poissonian with intensity Ah/(1-h). 

Let us denote by j*(t) the number 
of fiotitious sources of repeat oalls at 
time t. The funotioning of the extended 
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model is desoribed by the markovian pro
oess ~*(t)=(j*(t),j(t),i(t». The posi
tive feature of the extended model is 
the possibility of writing the explioit 
formulae for some of its oharaoteris-
tios. Let us denote by P(j*+j=k) the 
stationary probability of the event that 
the total number of repeat oalls equals 
to k. It is easy to verify that 
P(j*+j=k)=exp(-A)Ak/k!, here A=Ah/~(1-h) 
and k=0,1, ...• By multiplying the system 
of state equations of ~*(t) by j* and 

summing it over j and j* from ° to 00 and 
over i from ° to 1 we obtain 

()() ()() 

~ ~ P(j!j,l)j*=O(Al - V), (3.1 ) 

j*=O j=O 

1=0,1 , ••• ,v. 

We need the model with fiotitious 
repeat oalls to prove for the investiga
ted basio model the property that the 
number of repeating subsoribers is asym
ptotioally independent from the number 
of busy servers. Formally we prove that 
as A->oo the following relations are true 

J(i)=(Ah/~(1-h)}P(i)+0(AP(i», (3.2) 
i=0,1 , ..• , v • 

Firstly, using the properties of Poisson 
distribution, we obtain after routine 
transforms that for the extended model 
the following asymptotio ( A->oo) rela
tion is valid 

()() 00 

~ ~ P(j!j,i)(j*+j} (3.3) 
j*=O j=O 

=(Ah/~(1-h) }P(i) (1+0(A-8 )} 
0.5>8>0, i=0,1, ••• ,v. 

The relation (3.3) together with (3.1) 
gives us (3.2). Now it easy to find for 
the introduoed oharaoteristios the se
oond (for J also tne third) term of the 
oxpansion into series of the power A. 
From (2.4) and (3.2) we have 

li~ A(1-P(v»=lim (J-J(v»~(1-h)/h, 
A-/OO A- >OO 
lim A(1-P(v»+lim (J-J(v})~=v. 
A-)OO A->OO 

From here for P(v) and J we oan write as 
A->oo 

P(v)=1-v(1-h)/AtO(1/A), 
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J =A.h/tJ. (1 -h) -vh/ll (1 -h) +vhl tJ.A+O (1 I'A ) • 

To prove (3.2) we used only the 
property of Poissonian distribution and 
the conservation laws so these results 
can be generalized to more complicated 
models with repeat calls. We will show 
it in the section 5. In the next cection 
we indicate the way how to find recur
renoe relations between ooefficients of 
the expansion of charaoteristics into 
the series of the power 'A as A tends to 00 

3.2.PARTICULAR SCHEME 

Let us prove that as A tends to 00 the 
following asymptotio relations are true 

~ P(j,i)'A/('A+jtJ.)k 
j=O 

(3.4) 

m 
= ~ a(k,i,1)/A1+O(1/'Am), k=O,1, ... ,;. 

1=v+k-i-1 

m 
-= 2; b (k,i,1)/'Al +o(1 / A,m), k=1,2, ... ,;. 
1=v+k-i-1 

i=O,1, ..• ,v; m=v+k-i-1,v+k-i, ... , . 
These results and relations between 
a(k,i,l),b(k,i,l) oan be proved by the 
mathematioal induction on m. Note, that 
if we prove (3.4) we oan find the asymp
totio expansion for the basic probabili
stio oharacteristics Because from (3.4) 
as k=O we have 

m 
P(i)= ~ a(O,i,1)/'Al +1+0(1/Am+1 ), 

1=v-i-'-'1 
i=0,1, ••. ,v; m=v-i-1,v-i, ... , 

The oonservation laws (2.4) give us the 
expressions for the main charaoteristios 
in terms of P(i),i=0,1, ... ,v (for ex
ample, J=(A-I)h/ll(1-h) ). 

Let us consider the proof of (3.4). 
Firstly we obtain some auxiliary rela
tions. Because A>O,Il>O,j~O we have 

1/('A+jtJ.)k = (x/(1-llx»k (3.5) 

=xk ~ (k-1l+l)(~x)1 k=1,2, •.• , 
l=ol 

here x=1/(A+(j+1)1l), (~)=n!/(k!(n-k)!). 
After dividing (2.3) by (A+jll)k and sum
ming the resultant relations over j from 

o to 00 we get with help of (3.5) for 
k=1 ,2, ••• 

(3.6) 

= ~ P(j,v) (1-h)/(A+jtJ.)k-1 
j=O 

+ E P(j,v)jll(1-h)/(A+jtJ.)k 
j=O 

. E (k-1 + 1) (Ill (A+ jll) ) 1 
1=1 l 1 

00 v-1 
+ ~ ~ P(j,i)jll/(A+jtJ.)k 

j=O i=O 

. E (k-i + 1) (Ill (A+ jll) ) 1 • 
l=Ol 

Let us multiply (2.1) by A/('A+jll)k+1 and 
sum up the resultant relations over j 
from 0 to 00 and over i from 0 to s. 
After algebraio transforms we have for 
k=0,1, ••• , and s=0,1, ••. v-1 with help of 
(3.5) 

E P(j,s)A/(A+jtJ.)k (3.7) 
j=O 

= E P(j,s+1 )'A(s+1 )1 (A+jtJ.)k+1 
j=O 

+A E jll/(A+jtJ.)k+1 E ( ktl) 
j=O 1=1 

s-1 
. (Ill (A+jll »1 ~ P(j,n). 

n=O 

The following relations are also true 
for i=O, 1 , ... , v; k=O, 1 ,2, ... , . 

E P(j,i)jll/(A+jtJ.)k= E P(j,i)1/('A+jtJ.)k-1 
j=O j=O 

- E P(j,i)A/('A+jtJ.)k. (3.8) 
j=O 

Beoause shortage of plaoe we prove (3.4) 
only for m=O. After substitution k=1 in
to (3.6) we have together with (2.6) as 
'A->oo 

00 

~ P(j,v)A/(A+jtJ.)=1-h +0(1). 
j=O 

It means that a(1,v,O)=1-h. The relation 
(3.8) gives us that b(1,v,0)=h. Let us 
put k=O, s=v-1 into the (3.7). By using 
(2.6) we have as A->OO 



00 

AP(v-1)= ~ P(j,v)Av/(A+j~)+0(1). 
j=O 

This relation and normalizing condition 
give us asymptotic expansions for P(v) 
and P(v-1) as A->oo with accuracy of 
0(1 lA) 

P(v-1 )=v(1-h)/A+O(1/A), 
P(v)=1-v(1-h)/A+O(1/A) 

It completes the proof of (3.4) for m=O. 
When m=3 we can find 5 terms of expan
sion for J as A tends to 00. They are lo
oking in the following way 
J=~h/~(1-h)-vh/~(1-h)+vh/~A 

+ (vh ( (1-h) (v-2)+ (v+~ (1-h) )h) )/~A 2 

+ (vh( (1-h) «1-h) (v+3 (v-1 ) (v-2) )-2v (v-1 » 
+h(v+~(1-h»(-v+(1-h)(6v-7) 

+(V+~(1-h»(2-3(1-h»»)/~A3+0(1/A3). 

Using (3.4)-(3.8) it is easy to write 
reourrent relations for finding any de
sired (for large values of m it can be 
done numerioally) number of terms of 
the expansion of the main probabilistio 
oharaoteristios into series of the power 
A as A tends to 00. These relations are 
looking quite oomplicated so we omit 
them here. 

4.ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS IN CASE OF 
ABSOLUTELY-PERSISTENT SUBSCRIBER AND 
A->V 

4.1.SENERAL SCHEME 

It is not very difficult to find 
the first term of expansion as A tends 
to v. With help of (2.4), the normaliz
ing oondition and the definition of I we 
have 

v-1 
~ P(i) (v-i)=v-A. (4.1) 

i=O 

Using this relation and (2.5) we obtain 
as A tends to v 

lim P(v)=1, J(v)=v(1+~)/~(V-A)+O(1), 
A->V 
lim I=v, J=v(1+~)/~(V-A)+O(1). 
A->V 
To find the first term of the expansion 
of the mean number of repeated subsori
bers in ~iven o ircumstances for other 
models w1th repeated calls we need only 
the relations similar to (2.5) and 
(4.1). For great variety of models with 
repeated oalls it oan be done quite eas
ily. We show it on some examples in the 
section 5. It is more difficult to find 
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the next term of the expansion. 

4.2.PARTICULAR SCHEME 

This method is based on the oonsider
ation instead of the initial model 
some auxiliary model that asymptotioally 
behave as the investigated model and oan 
be treated analytically in the more sim
ple way. We construot the auxiliary pro
oess by changing the soheme of funotio
ning of the investigated prooess. We fo
rbid the transition of ~(t) out of the 
reduced state spaoe U of the form 
(j,i)EU only if j=O,1 , •. ,i=v-2,v-1 ,v. We 
oan achieve it by putting some additio
nal oall into the servioe eaoh time when 
the initial process move out of U from 
the borde~ states (j,v-2), j=O,1,2, ••• , 
after finishing servioe time for any 
among (v-2) busy servers. Let us denote 
the oharaoteristios of the auxiliary 
process ~a(t)=(ja(t),ia(t» by the same 
symbols as the oorrespondent oharaoteri
stics of the initial prooess only with 
supersoript a. It is possible to prove 
[4] that for any t almost sure 
ja(t)~j(t),ia(t)~i(t). Usi~ these ineq
ualities and the conservat1on laws of 
the form (2.4) written for the prooess 
~a(t) it is easy to prove [4] the ineq
uality 

pa(v)_p(v)~a(v-2)(V-2). (4.2) 

Analyzing the simplified model (the 
same type of analysis we do when we 
study oase v=2 for the initial model) we 
can prove that as ~->v pa(v-2)=0(v-~) 
and pa(v)= 1- (V-A)+O(v-A).From here and 
(2.4),(4.2) we obtain for the basio mo
del that as A->V 

P(V)=1-(V-A)+0(V-A), 
J=v(1+~)/~(V-A)-2(1+~)/~+0(1 ). 

5.ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS MORE COMPLICATED 
MODELS WITH REPEATED CALLS 

We oonsider two models. 
In the first model we generalized 

the servioe time. We suppose that the 
servioe time for primary or repeated 
oalls oonsist of (m+1) exponentially 
distributed stages. After termination of 
the k-th exponentially (with a parameter 
~) distributed stage a oall with proba-
bility Pk oontinues to oooupy the server 

for the time of the next servioe stage 
and with probability (1-Pk) gets refu-
sal. After this the subsoriber with pro-
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bability zk repeats the oall in an expo
nentially distributed time with parame
ter equals to ~ and with probability 
(1-zk ) subsoriber leaves the system. In 
other moments the model funotioning is 
the same as the funotioning of the basio 
model. The introduoed model is desoribed 
by a markovian prooess of the type 
~(t)=(j(t),i1 (t), ••. ,im+1 (t», where 
j(t) is the number of subsoribers who 
make repeated oalls at time t and ik(t) 
is the number of servers busy at time t 
on k-th stage of servioe k=1 ,2, .•. ,m+1. 

Using the ideas of the seotion 3.1 
and 4.1 we oan write the following asym
ptotio expansion for the mean number of 
repeated subsoriber J in both extreme 
situations. 

1. h<1 and 'A ->00 
J='Ah/~(1-h)+Vd1 (p-h)/~(1-h)f 

-Vd~(P-h)/~f2'A+O(1/'A), 

here f=1+d1P1/~+ ••• +d1P1P2 ••• Pm/~+1' 

p=(1-P1 )Z1+P1 (1-P2 )Z2+···+P1···Pm-1 (1-Pm)Zm 

2. h=1 and 'A ->Vd1 (1-p)/f 

J=«Vd1 (1-p)/f2)(1+d1/~ 
m m 

+d1 L; 1 I ~ ( L; P 1 ... P 1-1 (1 - P 1 ) Z 1 ) 
k=2 l=k 

m m 
+(d1 (1-p)/f) L; 1/~+1 ( L; d 1P1 •• .Pl ldl +1 » 

k=1 l=k 

I (Vd1 (1-p)/f-'A)+O(1). 

In the seoond model we generalize 
the soheme of repetitions. We suppose 
that probability hkand intensity ~k of 
repetition depends on the number of pre
viously refused attempts k. In other mo
ments the model funotioning is the same 
as the funotioning of the basio model. 
The introduoed model is desoribed by a 
markovian prooess of the following type 
~(t)=(j1 (t),···,jm(t), ••• ,i(t)), where 
jk(t) is the number o~ subsoribers who 
have received exactly k refUBals for se
rvioe at time t and intend to make 
(k+1 )-th try and i(t) is the number o~ 
servers busy at time t. 

Then for J the total mean number of 
repeated subsoribers we have the follow
ing asymptotio expressions in both ex-

treme situations 
1.max hk <1 and 'A->oo 

k 

00 

-vkl ( 1 + L; h1 h2 ••• h. ) ) +0 (1 ) . 
i=1 1. 

2.hk=1 '~k=~a,k=a+1,a+2, ..• , 

and 'A-> v/h1~ ..• ha 
a-1 

J=(v/~a)«v/h1h2···ha)(1+ L; h1h2 •• ·hk ) 
k=1 

-av+1+~a)/(v/h1~···ha-A)+0(1 ). 

6.CONCLUSION 

Methods for the asymptotio analysis 
models with repeated oalls in oase of 
extreme load are derived. Methods oan be 
applied to great variety of models of 
the subsoriber behavior and the struo
ture of the servioing system. 
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